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country has probably not been without its influence upon

the temperament of the people. Let us take the case of

the Celts, originally one great race, with no doubt the

same average type of mental and moral disposition, as

they unquestionably possessed the same general build of

body and cast of features. Probably nowhere within our

region have they remained unmixed with a foreign element,

Which) together with the varying political conditions under

which they have lived, must have distinctly affected their

character. But after every allowance has been made for

these several influences, it seems to me that there are

residual differences which cannot be explained except by

the effects of environment. The Celt of Ireland and of

the Scottish Highlands was originally the same being; he

crossed freely from country to country; his language,

manners and customs, arts, religion, were the same on

both sides of the channel, yet no two natives of the British

Islands are now marked by more characteristic differences.

The Irishman seems to have changed less than the High

lander ; he has retained the light-hearted gaiety, wit,

impulsiveness and excitability, together with that want of

dogged resolution and that indifference to the stern neces

sities of duty which we regard as pre-eminently typical of

the Celtic temperament. The Highlander, on the other

hand, cannot be called either merry or witty; he is rather

of a self-restrained, reserved, unexpansive, and even perhaps

somewhat sullen disposition. His music partakes of the

melancholy cadence of the winds that sigh through his

lonely glens; his religion, too, one of the strongest and

noblest features of his character, retains still much of the

gloomy tone of a bygone time. Yet he is courteous,

dutiful, determinedly persevering, unflinching as a foe,

unwearied as a friend, fitted alike to follow with soldier-like
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